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Corrections & amendments 

Author Correction: Assessing the size and uncertainty of  
remaining carbon budgets

Robin D. Lamboll    , Zebedee R. J. Nicholls    , Christopher J. Smith    , 
Jarmo S. Kikstra    , Edward Byers     & Joeri Rogelj    

In the version of the article initially published, in the “Comparison of recommended result 
with AR6 WG1 results” section, the sentence now reading “After making all these changes, 
our best (50%) RCB estimate starting after 2022…” originally said “starting from 2022”. In the 
Methods, in the sentence now reading “We use a different approach to MAGICC when process-
ing FaIR data because by default, FaIR includes the effects of a substantial solar cycle in future 
temperatures…”, “future temperatures” originally said “future emissions”. These updates have 
been made in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any 
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the 
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. 
The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative 
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not 
included in the article’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by 
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly 
from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/.

© The Author(s) 2023

Correction to: Nature Climate Change 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-023-01848-5, 
published online 30 October 2023.

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-023-01886-z

Published online: 6 November 2023

Publisher Correction: wMel replacement of dengue-competent 
mosquitoes is robust to near-term climate change

Váleri N. Vásquez    , Lara M. Kueppers    , Gordana Rašić     & John M. Marshall

In the version of this article initially published, the word “climate” was missing from the article’s 
title; the error has been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International 
License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any 
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the 
source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. 
The images or other third party material in this article are included in the article’s Creative 
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not 
included in the article’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by 
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly 
from the copyright holder. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/.

© The Author(s) 2023

Correction to: Nature Climate Change  
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41558-023-01746-w. 
Published online 3 August 2023.
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